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In molecular electronic transitions, a vertical transition can be induced by an ultrashort laser pulse.
That is, a replica of the initial nuclear state—times the transition dipole moment of the electronic
transition—can be created instantaneously ~on the time scale of nuclear motion! in the excited
electronic state. Now, applying pulse shaping via the modulation of the phases of each spectral
component of an ultrashort pulse, it is tempting to ask whether it is also possible to induce
instantaneous nonvertical transitions to bound electronic states, provided that the phases of each
spectral component of the pulse are set to appropriate values at the discrete frequencies
corresponding to the energy levels of the potential. We analyze the problem in the weak-field limit,
and show that such a phase requirement cannot be encoded into an ultrashort pulse. This result is
equivalent to the statement that it is not possible to move matter faster than the time associated with
the natural ~field-free! dynamics of the system. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1586701#
I. INTRODUCTION
Short laser pulses can be used to steer molecular dynam-
ics including chemical reactions.1–3 Given some initial state,
the aim of laser control is to guide a system into a desired
final state. To that end, laser fields with complex pulse
shapes can now be created experimentally. Thus it is, e.g.,
possible to modulate the phases of each spectral component
of a short pulse.4 Furthermore, using the concept of labora-
tory feedback control,5 it is possible to obtain control without
any prior knowledge of the system Hamiltonian. This proce-
dure is based on the feedback from an observed experimental
signal and an algorithm that iteratively improves the applied
femtosecond laser pulse. Several applications of this ap-
proach have been published recently.6–11
At least in simple systems like atoms12 and small
molecules13,14 theory can be used to guide the choice of
pulse shape as well as a tool for interpreting the resulting
complex pulse shape, i.e., how the field induces a given de-
sired result. Here we focus on ~weak-field! molecular elec-
tronic transitions and in this case it is a well-known theoret-
ical result, that an infinitely short pulse—a so-called d(t)
pulse—induces a vertical transition. That is, a Franck–
Condon wave packet, which is a replica of the initial nuclear
state times the transition dipole moment of the electronic
transition, is created in the excited electronic state,15,16 see
Fig. 1~a!. This is the limiting case of the general result that
an ultrashort ~femtosecond! pulse creates a nuclear wave
packet in the excited electronic state. The idea of pulse shap-
ing is to control the relative amplitudes and phases of the
vibronic eigenstates that constitute this wave packet and
thereby its shape and/or location through quantum interfer-
ence. In the weak-field limit, the relative amplitudes and
phases of the various components of the excited-state wave
packet are in fact given directly by the relative amplitudes
and phases of the corresponding frequencies within the driv-
ing field, which in turn are experimentally controllable
quantities.4
In this paper we wish to provide some additional insight
into the dynamics induced by ultrashort shaped laser pulses
and discuss possible limitations on what targets can be
obtained—exemplified by the question: is it possible to con-
struct an ultrashort laser pulse that can induce an instanta-
neous nonvertical electronic transition in a molecule? Before
we go on, we must qualify the statement ‘‘instantaneous non-
vertical transition’’ and why it is a good prototype example.
Figure 1 illustrates what we mean by nonvertical transition,
namely the creation of a wave packet similar to the Franck–
Condon packet except for its location. Due to the energetics
of this setup, it is reasonable to expect that the pulse needed
to create the situation in panel ~b! may be obtained from the
pulse creating the situation in panel ~a! by pulse shaping. In
fact the situation depicted in Fig. 1 is particularly simple
since the potentials are considered harmonic and therefore
the expansion coefficients onto eigenstates of the excited-
state wave functions in panels ~a! and ~b! differ only by a
sign. For the same reason, however, the wave function in
panel ~a! will evolve into the wave function in panel ~b! after
half a vibrational period ~and vice versa!. Hence, in the case
of a d(t)-pulse excitation, it will take half a vibrational pe-
riod for the promoted state to evolve into the desired target
state and the problem is trivial. The question we ask is there-
fore whether with an ultrashort shaped laser pulse one can
‘‘beat’’ this time associated with the natural dynamics. Thus
we are going consider whether the average bond lengths can
change very fast compared to the time scale of nuclear mo-
tion in a molecule. That is, right after a femtosecond excita-
tion ~say corresponding to less than 1/10 of a vibrational
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
neh@kemi.dtu.dk; Fax ~145! 4588 3136.
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period! the average distances might have changed by the
order of 1 Å, equivalent to a speed of v
510210 m/(10215 s)5105 m/s.
The present work is closely related to recent theoretical
work on the construction of laser fields that will generate a
desired target vibrational wave packet in a diatomic
molecule.14 In that work, laser fields of shorter duration than
the characteristic time scale of the system were explicitly
considered. Our objective is also related to the recent experi-
mental work on time shift of wave packets.17 It was demon-
strated that laser phases can be tailored such that at early
times a wave packet is created that otherwise only would be
obtained at longer times due to the natural dynamics of the
system. We will consider these works in more detail in the
following sections.
In the next section, we review the theoretical framework
needed in order to describe the wave packet created by a
laser pulse where the amplitude as well as the phase of each
spectral component is specified. In Sec. III, we present some
analytical expressions for the time-dependent electric field of
the laser pulse for various representations of the required
phase function. We focus on the phase function required in
order to create a copy of the initial nuclear state ~times the
transition dipole moment of the electronic transition! at the
outer turning point of a symmetric excited state potential.
Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. IV.
II. THEORY
We consider an electronic transition in a molecule, from
electronic state ‘‘1’’ to state ‘‘2.’’ Within the electric-dipole
approximation and first-order perturbation theory for the in-
teraction with an electromagnetic field, the state vector asso-
ciated with the nuclear motion in electronic state 2 is given
by ~for times t , where the laser pulse has vanished!16,18,19
ux2~ t !&5exp~2iHˆ 2t/\!ux2& . ~1!
Here, ux2& is the promoted state,
ux2&5
i
\ E2‘
‘
dt8e2ie0t8/\E~ t8!exp~ iHˆ 2t8/\!uf& , ~2!
where E(t) is the laser field and
uf&5m12ux1& ~3!
is the Franck–Condon wave packet with ux1& being the ini-
tial stationary nuclear state in electronic state 1 with energy
e0 , and m12 is the projection of the electronic transition di-
pole moment on the polarization vector of the electric field.
The time-evolution operator in Eqs. ~1! and ~2! can be
written in the form
exp~2iHˆ 2t/\!5(
n
uEn&e2iEnt/\^Enu, ~4!
where uEn& is the stationary state
Hˆ 2uEn&5EnuEn& ~5!
for an excited-state Hamiltonian with a purely discrete spec-
trum. From Eqs. ~2! and ~4!
ux2&5
i
\ (n ^Enuf&uEn&F~En!, ~6!
where
F~En!5E
2‘
‘
dt8e2i(e02En)t8/\E~ t8! ~7!
is the Fourier transform of the field, at the energies associ-
ated with the nuclear states of the upper electronic state.
The electric field can be written in the form
E~ t !5E0 ReH E
2‘
‘
A~v l!eif(v l)e2iv ltdv lJ , ~8!
where A(v l) is the real-valued distribution of frequency
components and f(v l) is the real-valued frequency-
dependent phase. For simplicity, we consider in the follow-
ing only the dimensionless electric field defined by E(t)
[E(t)/E0 .
Now, with vEn5(En2e0)/\ , Eq. ~7! takes the form
F~En!5E
2‘
‘
dt8eivEnt8E~ t8!
5
1
2 E2‘
‘ E
2‘
‘
$A~v l!eif(v l)ei(vEn2v l)t8
1A~v l!e2if(v l)ei(vEn1v l)t8%dt8dv l
5pE
2‘
‘
$A~v l!eif(v l)d~vEn2v l!
1A~v l!e2if(v l)d~vEn1v l!%dv l
5pA~vEn!e
if(vEn)1pA~2vEn!e
2if(2vEn). ~9!
The last term is insignificant because the pulse can be repre-
sented solely in terms of positive frequencies. That is,
ux2&5
ip
\ (n A~vEn!e
if(vEn)^Enuf&uEn&. ~10!
FIG. 1. Vertical ~a! and nonvertical ~b! electronic transitions induced by
ultrashort laser pulses. Electronic energies are represented by displaced har-
monic potentials. The initial state is the vibrational ground state. The tran-
sition dipole moment of the electronic transition is assumed to be constant
~chosen as 1!. Note that the baselines of the wave packets are drawn such
that they reflect the expectation value of the energy. In the excited state the
energy is (1/2)mv2d21(1/2)\v , where v is the frequency and d is the
displacement of the two harmonic potentials.
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Thus for a bound–bound transition, the promoted state takes
the form
ux2&5
ip
\ (n CnuEn& , ~11!
where
Cn5A~vEn!^Enuf&e
if(vEn) ~12!
and uEn& is a nuclear eigenstate of electronic state 2. Note
that only the amplitude and phase values of the field at the
discrete and specific excitation frequencies vEn5(En
2e0)/\ affect the wave packet. For future reference, we
denote by ux2&0 the promoted state created by a bandwidth-
limited pulse, that is, a field with the phase function f(v l)
50.
Thus the phase of each spectral component of the field
translates directly into the phase of each expansion coeffi-
cient of the promoted state, and a particular phase relation
between the expansion coefficients can accordingly be cre-
ated experimentally by the laser pulse. Note that, in prin-
ciple, any wave packet can be created because uEn& forms a
complete set of states and the expansion coefficients contain
the complex valued spectral components of the field which,
in principle, are under complete experimental control. How-
ever, in practice we are limited by the bandwidth of the laser,
and furthermore it will, e.g., be difficult to create substantial
amplitude in eigenstates where the associated Franck–
Condon factor ^Enuf& is very small ~for complementary
work on the control of non-Franck–Condon transitions, see
Ref. 20!.
As an example, the choice f(vEn)52Entshift /\ results
in a time shift of the packet with respect to the one created
by the corresponding bandwidth-limited @f(v l)50# laser
pulse.17 That is, the phases can be tailored such that at early
times a wave packet is created that otherwise only would be
obtained at longer times (tshift later! due to the natural dy-
namics of the system subsequent to excitation by a
bandwidth-limited laser pulse,
ux2~ t !&5exp~2iHˆ 2t/\!
ip
\ (n A~vEn!
3^Enuf&e2iEntshift /\uEn&
5exp@2iHˆ 2~ t1tshift!/\#ux2&0 . ~13!
We can, e.g., imagine creating—instantaneously—a packet
at the ‘‘outer’’ turning point of a bound potential using an
ultrashort pulse. ~Here, and in the following, we assume that
the equilibrium distance on electronic state 2 is larger than
the equilibrium distance on electronic state 1 such that the
Franck–Condon wave packet is created at the ‘‘inner’’ turn-
ing point on electronic state 2 and subsequently moves out-
wards. The outer turning point is then defined as the point
where the wave packet turns around and starts to move in-
wards. If the equilibrium distance on electronic state 2 is
shorter than the equilibrium distance on electronic state 1,
the designation of inner and outer is reversed.! This could be
achieved in a setup ~if possible! where the pulse is only
nonvanishing for very short times t,t f ~on the time scale of
nuclear motion! such that right after the pulse has vanished,
we have
ux2~ t f!&5exp~2iHˆ 2t f /\!ux2&’ux2& ~14!
and the phase function is chosen as specified above with
tshift5P/2, where P/2 is the time it takes to reach the outer
turning point ~half a vibrational period in a harmonic poten-
tial!. This corresponds exactly to the picture in Fig. 1, where
the excited-state potential is harmonic. However, in general,
the time-evolved Franck–Condon wave packet may have
changed form when it reaches the outer turning point.
Note that the phase function introduced above only is
defined at discrete and specific frequencies. It is, however,
very important to notice that a d(t) pulse is expected only
when A(v l) as well as the phases f(v l) are constant. An
essential question in the following is now: Can one create a
shaped pump pulse—with the required specific phase
values—which is nonvanishing only for times ! than ~half!
a vibrational period?
To address this issue, our strategy is the following: ~i!
assume that the pulse is sufficiently short to make Eq. ~14! a
reasonably good approximation, ~ii! determine from Eq. ~12!
the field to comply with the target ux2&, and ~iii! calculate
E(t) using Eq. ~8! and check whether it satisfies the assump-
tion made in ~i!.
Since the phase function introduced above is defined
only at discrete and specific frequencies, one could anticipate
that it can be implemented without ~noticeable! changes in
E(t) compared to the corresponding bandwidth-limited field.
Thus, if we consider a short pulse and change the phase
function only at isolated frequencies, the change in the Fou-
rier integral of Eq. ~8! might turn out to be limited.
As an alternative to the ‘‘time-shifting’’ approach, con-
sider the choice14
A~v l!eif(v l)5(
n
Cn
^Enuf&
d~v l2vEn!, ~15!
where the field is nonzero only at the required frequencies
and in agreement with Eq. ~12!. Then according to Eq. ~8!,
this choice leads to the electric field
E~ t !5ReH(
n
Cn
^Enuf&
e2ivEntJ . ~16!
This field takes generally the form of a series of peaks
spaced by the characteristic time scale of the system. The
duration of the overall pulse is certainly much longer than
requested, but it has been suggested that any of the subim-
pulses can generate the desired target state.14 We will con-
sider these propositions in the following sections.
III. DISPLACED HARMONIC OSCILLATORS:
SYMMETRIC POTENTIALS
In order to illustrate the basic concepts in greater detail,
we consider now two electronic energy states within a har-
monic approximation, that is, for small displacements around
the equilibrium positions. With the objective of nonvertical
transitions, it is relevant to consider the case where the ex-
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pansion coefficients Cn in Eq. ~11! are chosen such that they
coincide with the expansion coefficients of a coherent state.
We note that ^Enuf&, within the Condon approximation,
are proportional to the overlaps ~Franck–Condon factors! of
the initial state with the eigenstates of a ~displaced! harmonic
oscillator. When the initial state is the vibrational ground
state, then for displaced harmonic oscillators with identical
force constants, ^Enuf&5m21cn where21,22
cn5~21 !ne2(1/2)uau
2 uaun
An!
~17!
are the expansion coefficients of a coherent state with
uau25mvd2/~2\!, ~18!
where d is the displacement and mv5Amk , where k is the
force constant ~vibrational period P52p/v). Note that the
phase in Eq. ~17! is chosen in accordance with the usual sign
convention21 and the assumption that the equilibrium dis-
tance on electronic state 2 is larger than the equilibrium dis-
tance on electronic state 1, i.e., V2(r)5V1(r2d), cf. Fig. 1.
In this scenario, a coherent state at the outer turning point
~our target! has the expansion coefficients, (21)ncn . The
probability distribution ucnu25exp(2uau2)uau2n/n! corre-
sponds to a Poisson distribution ~average value as well as the
variance of n given by n¯5uau2).
For a bandwidth-limited pulse where A(v l) is constant
over the width of the Poisson distribution—corresponding to
an ultrashort pulse—we have Cn5^Enuf&. That is, the pro-
moted state equals the Franck–Condon wave packet. Note
that as the variance uau2}d2 ~i.e., the displacement! is in-
creased, the pulse must be shorter and shorter in order to
reach this ‘‘ultrashort-pulse’’ limit.
For an ultrashort shaped pulse, the phase of the field
determines the phase of Cn , arg(Cn)5arg(cn)1f(vEn), and
therefore the position of the wave packet subsequent to the
excitation. It is clear that, in the present case, any phase
function satisfying the relation, f(vEn)56np1const,
would create the desired wave packet at the outer turning
point. Note that for the harmonic excited-state potential this
is equivalent to the time shift mentioned above, since
f(vEn)52Entshift /\52np1const, for En5\vn1const
and tshift5P/25p/v .
In general, an ultrafast pulse with a phase function sat-
isfying the relation f(vEn)56np1const would create a
‘‘mirror image’’ of the Franck–Condon wave packet at the
outer turning point on any symmetric excited-state potential.
A. Various representations of the phase function
In this section, we present a theoretical investigation of
the electric field associated with various phase functions
f(v l). Note that since we only have to fix the phase at some
discrete and specific frequencies, we can choose arbitrary
phases at all frequencies except at the specific frequencies.
The goal is to choose the arbitrary phase values in the phase
function such that the pulse is nonzero only for times much
smaller than ~half! a vibrational period.
We consider in the following some representations of the
phase function which all fulfill the phase condition specified
above. The electric field E(t) is then reconstructed according
to Eq. ~8!. Numerical illustrations are for the above-
mentioned harmonic-oscillator system such that vEn5(En
2e0)/\5nv1V00 , where V005(E02e0)/\ is the 00 tran-
sition frequency.
First, we consider the electric field of Eq. ~16!. From the
discussion above, we obtain the following driving field for
the Franck–Condon wave packet (Cn5^Enuf&),
EFC~ t !5ReH (
n50
‘
e2ivEntJ 5ReH e2iV00t (
n50
‘
e2invtJ
5ReH e2iV00t 1v (n52‘
‘ Fpd~ t22np/v!
1iPS 1t22np/v D G J , ~19!
where P denotes a Cauchy principal value.21 Thus a series of
identical ~apart from a scaling! ultrashort d pulses at t50,
6P ,62P , . . . . The field which generates a copy of the
Franck–Condon wave packet at the outer turning point (Cn
5(21)n^Enuf&) is
E~ t !5ReH (
n50
‘
~21 !ne2ivEntJ
5ReH e2iV00t (
n50
‘
e2in(vt2p)J
5ReH e2iV00t 1v (n52‘
‘ Fpd~ t2mp/v!
1iPS 1t2mp/v D G J , ~20!
where m52n11. Thus this field is identical in nature to the
previous field, except that the individual peaks have been
shifted by half a vibrational period ~this relation between the
two fields is also true for a finite number of terms in the sum
over bound states!. The shift by half a period seems natural
bearing in mind that it takes exactly half a period for the
Franck–Condon packet to reach the outer turning point ~cf.
the discussion below concerning a linear phase function!. Of
course, the above fields do not fulfill our requirement of
being ultrashort. To this end, it has been proposed14 that in a
multipeak structure like this, one might be able to pick just a
single of these impulses, shift it to time zero, and use it as the
driving field to generate the desired target state. If the indi-
vidual impulses are sufficiently short, as they obviously are
in this case, the driving field obtained this way would com-
ply with our objectives. Clearly, this procedure works for Eq.
~19!, since any ultrashort d pulse creates the Franck–Condon
wave packet right after the pulse has vanished. However, for
that same reason it is not possible to apply this procedure to
the field in Eq. ~20! in order to obtain a copy of the Franck–
Condon wave packet at the outer turning point right after the
driving field has vanished.
Therefore we continue to investigate other types of fields
with the required phase relation. In the following, we start
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with a bandwidth-limited pulse and then modulate the phases
of each spectral component, exactly as in the experimental
approach to laser-pulse shaping.4
1. Polynomial phase functions
As an example, consider a Gaussian frequency distribu-
tion ~centered at v0) with a quadratic phase function, i.e.,
A~v l!eif(v l)5Aap exp@2a~v l2v0!2#ei(bv˜ l1cv˜ l2),
~21!
where v˜ l5v l2V00 . The electric field then takes the form
E~ t !5e2[at224cD(at2abD)]
3ReHA a
a2ice
2i[bt214aD(at2abD)1V00t]J ,
~22!
where D5v02V00 is the detuning of the laser from the 00
transition, t5t2b , a5a/(4a214c2), and b5c/(4a2
14c2). Note that the pulse is broadened by the quadratic
part of the phase function determined by the c parameter.
The pulse is, however, just shifted in time by the linear part
of the phase function, determined by the b parameter. These
results are, of course, well known. For b5p/v and c50, we
get the required values of the phase function and a pulse,
E(t)5exp@2(t2p/v)2/(4a)#cos(v0t2Dp/v), which is shifted
in time by half a vibrational period. This result is easy to
interpret. The promoted state for such an ultrashort pulse,
ux2&}exp@iHˆ 2(P/2)/\#uf& , is exactly the desired target state:
a copy of the Franck–Condon wave packet at the outer turn-
ing point of the potential. However, the actual wave packet
right after the pulse has vanished, ux2(t f)&’ux2(P/2)&
5exp@2iHˆ 2(P/2)/\#ux2& , is equal ~proportional! to the
Franck–Condon wave packet. This is, of course, the result
we would expect for an ultrashort pulse, irrespective of the
time where it is fired. For b50 and c5p/v2, we get again
values of the phase which will give the required alternating
signs of exp@if(vl)#. For av250.035 597 1, corresponding
to a ~bandwidth-limited! Gaussian pulse where the pulse du-
ration @full width at half maximum ~FWHM!# is 1/10 of the
vibrational period, the pulse is broadened significantly. The
temporal width ~FWHM! is now ;8.8 vibrational periods
and, again, not useful for our purpose.
The electric field corresponding to a Gaussian frequency
distribution with a cubic phase function can also be evalu-
ated analytically,
A~v l!eif(v l)5Aap exp@2a~v l2v0!2#eip(v˜ l /v)3. ~23!
The electric field takes then the form ~for simplicity, v0
5V00)
E~ t !52aAp~av2! expS 2~av2!327p2 2 av
2
3p vt D
3AiFaS ~av2!23p 2vt D Gcos~v0t !, ~24!
where a5(3p)21/3 and Ai(x) is the Airy function.
Figure 2 shows E0(t)5E(t)/cos(v0t) for av2
50.035 597 1, corresponding to a ~bandwidth-limited!
Gaussian pulse where the pulse duration ~FWHM! is 1/10 of
the vibrational period. Clearly, the introduction of the cubic
phase function broadens the pulse significantly, such that the
pulse duration now is substantially longer than one vibra-
tional period. This result is again very far from the desired
result!
2. Phase functions with constant segments
The required phases can, e.g., be fixed in some intervals
around the energy eigenstates:
f~v l!5H p if uv l2vEnu,«n , n51,3,5, . . .0 otherwise, ~25!
where the widths of the segments are «n,v .
Assuming that A(v l)5v¯21 is constant for v l.0, the
electric field corresponding to the above phase function can
be written
E~ t !5ReH 1v¯ E0‘e2iv ltdv l
2
2
v¯ (n51,3,5, . . . EV001nv2«n
V001nv1«n
e2iv ltdv lJ
5ReH e2i(V001v)t 1v¯ (n52‘
‘ Fdn022 sin~«nt !vt G
3Fpd~ t2np/v!1iPS 1t2np/v D G J . ~26!
Note that the width of the function sin(«nt)/t is of the order of
2p/«n and therefore larger than a vibrational period. The
multipeaked structure of this field is quite similar to the re-
sult in Eq. ~20! although the peaks here are spaced by half a
vibrational period of the harmonic oscillator. Again all
the peaks have the same functional form, except for a scale
factor.
FIG. 2. The envelope of the electric field @E0(t)5E(t)/cos(v0t)# for a
Gaussian frequency distribution with a cubic phase function, see Eq. ~24!.
The temporal width ~FWHM! of the transform limited Gaussian distribution
is vt5p/5. Note that vt52p corresponds to one vibrational period.
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For a pulse with a Gaussian frequency distribution,
A(v l)5Aa/p exp@2a(vl2v0)2#, with A(v l)’0 for v l
,V00 ~i.e., v0.V0011/Aa) the electric field of the pulse is
obtained from Eq. ~8!,
E~ t !5pe2t2/(4a) cos~v0t !
22 (
n52‘
‘
cosFv0t2pnS Dv 11 D G
3
sin~np«n /v!
n
e2(t2np/v)
2/(4a)
, ~27!
where D5v02V00.1/Aa .
Figure 3 shows the envelope uE0(t)u of the electric field
(E0(t) is the electric field where the fast oscillations due to
the cosine terms have been omitted! for av250.035 597 1,
corresponding to a ~bandwidth-limited! Gaussian pulse
where the pulse duration ~FWHM! is 1/10 of the vibrational
period. Three different choices of the constant segments are
illustrated: panel ~a! «n50.1v , for all n; ~b! «n50.5v , for
all n; and ~c! «n chosen at random between 0 and v. All the
results correspond to a multipeak structure of the field, and
the temporal width of each peak in ~a! and ~b! is a direct
reflection of the Gaussian frequency distribution. Note that
from Eq. ~27! with «→0, we will obtain a result which cor-
responds to a choice of discrete and specific phases which
are only specified at isolated frequencies. Figure 3~a! shows,
however, that the convergence to this limit goes via an infi-
nite series of pulses with vanishing amplitude, except for the
Gaussian pulse centered around t50.
3. Trigonometric phase functions
We consider here a periodic and even phase function,
f(v l)5p@12cos(pv˜l /v)#/2 which oscillates periodically
between zero and p. Note that exp@if(vl)# is periodic and
complex. The Fourier transform is known analytically,23
E
2‘
‘
eip[12cos(pv l /v)]/2e2iv ltdv l
5i (
n52‘
‘
~2i !nJn~p/2!d~ t2np/v!, ~28!
where Jn(x) are Bessel functions of the first kind. We con-
sider again a pulse with a Gaussian frequency distribution
A(v l)5Aa/p exp@2a(vl2v0)2#, with the Fourier transform
exp@2t2/(4a)#exp(2iv0t). The electric field of the pulse is
again obtained from Eq. ~8!, using that the Fourier transform
of a product of two functions is identical to the convolution
of the individual transforms,23
E~ t !5 (
n52‘
‘
cosFv0t2pS nDv 1 12n2 D G
3Jn~p/2!e2(t2np/v)
2/(4a)
. ~29!
Figure 4 shows the envelope uE0(t)u of the electric field
@E0(t) is the electric field where the fast oscillations due to
the cosine term have been omitted# for av250.035 597 1,
corresponding to a ~bandwidth-limited! Gaussian pulse
where the pulse duration ~FWHM! is 1/10 of the vibrational
period. Clearly, the envelope contains again a series of peaks
at t5np/v , now with amplitudes given by the Bessel func-
tions Jn(p/2).
We note that the Fourier transform of any periodic func-
tion f (v l) with the required period will give delta function
samples d(t2np/v) weighted by the Fourier transform
F(t) of the function.23 Note that all our examples based on
periodic phase functions, Eqs. ~19!, ~20!, ~27!, and ~29!, have
this form. We get a multipeak structure of the field and all the
peaks have the same functional form, except for a scale fac-
tor. Thus in this case one will always get a pulse duration of
the order of, at least, one vibrational period.
FIG. 3. The envelope of the electric field uE0(t)u for a frequency distribution
with a phase function given by segments with constant values of width «n ,
see Eq. ~25!, and a Gaussian frequency distribution with a temporal width
~FWHM! of vt5p/5. Panel ~a! for «n50.1v , ~b! for «n50.5v , and ~c! for
«n chosen at random between 0 and v. Note that vt52p corresponds to
one vibrational period.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Experimentally, laser pulse shaping is accomplished via
phase modulation of each spectral component in the fre-
quency domain. The purpose of this work has been to inves-
tigate the possibilities/limitations of this approach; in par-
ticular, to understand the relation between a particular
objective and the time it takes to create the desired target
state, measured from the time the pulse is switched on.
Given the experimental approach, it is natural to analyze the
problem in the frequency/energy domain, however, at the
expense that the time domain question is not directly ad-
dressed.
As an example, we have considered the possibility of
instantaneous nonvertical electronic transitions and, in par-
ticular, the creation of a copy of the initial nuclear ground
state at the outer turning point in bound excited-state poten-
tials. Analyzing the problem in the frequency domain, the
frequency dependence of the phases associated with each
spectral component of the field must—for harmonic
potentials—be chosen in a way which is equivalent to a time
shift of the dynamics.
The problem we considered is how to implement the
frequency dependence of the phases associated with each
spectral component of the field, with specific phases required
only at specific discrete excitation frequencies, such that the
resulting field is ultrashort ~on the time scale of nuclear mo-
tion!. If successful, it would mean that a promoted state
which coincides with the desired target state would be cre-
ated using a pulse with a duration much less than half a
vibrational period.
We presented investigations of various implementations
of the frequency-dependent phase across the continuous fre-
quency spectrum of the laser pulse. The introduction of a
frequency-dependent phase function always resulted in a
time shift and/or increased the temporal width of the laser
pulse. One of the approaches that we considered was based
on recent theoretical work on the construction of short pulse
laser fields that will generate a desired target vibrational
wave packet in a diatomic molecule.14 That approach failed
in the present case. We also considered several other choices
of the field, but the identification of a pulse that is nonzero
only for times much smaller than half a vibrational period for
a harmonic potential has been unsuccessful. Thus all the
phase functions violate the assumption of an instantaneous
excitation.
In fact, it is easy to see that it must be so if we switch to
a time-domain description. Returning to Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, we
see that the excited-state wave function can be written in the
form
x2~r ,t !5
i
\ E0
‘
dt8e2ie0t8/\E~ t8!f~r ,t2t8!, ~30!
where f(r ,t2t8)5^ruexp@2iHˆ 2(t2t8)/\#uf& and assuming,
for convenience, that the laser field E(t) is switched on for
t>0. Thus the excited-state wave function can be thought of
as a coherent superposition of Franck–Condon wave packets
promoted to the upper state at times t8 with different weight-
ing factors @given by E(t8)] and phases. At time t , each of
these wave packets in the superposition has evolved for at
time t2t8. Since it takes half a vibrational period for a
Franck–Condon wave packet to reach the outer turning
point, Eq. ~30! shows that in order to create amplitude at the
outer turning point, a time close to a half a vibrational period
is required after the pulse was switched on.
As noted above, the present work is related to the time
shifting concept which has recently been discussed and
implemented experimentally.17 It was shown there that at
early times one can create a wave packet that otherwise only
would be obtained at longer times due to the natural dynam-
ics of the system. In relation to that result, we have consid-
ered an extreme case and shown that there is a lower limit to
this time shifting idea. That is, we cannot create a wave
packet with amplitude at a given location faster than it takes
a Franck–Condon wave packet to reach that location.
The result of this work is equivalent to the statement that
it is not possible to move matter faster than the time associ-
ated with the natural ~field-free! dynamics of the system. It
must be emphasized that in the present paper we have only
considered a weak-field description, based on first-order per-
turbation theory. Thus it could be relevant to investigate the
question in the title of this paper also in the strong-field
regime.
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